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T have just read a book which shakes for 
the first time the belief I have had in the 
i teport of the Warren Commission. 
_. The book is © 

master’s thesis at Cornell un-, 
der Andrew Hacker, and the 
author is still a graduate stt- 
dent at Harvard. = 

= What Epstein has done not- 
& “~ | ably has been to shift attention 
me jal from the various studies of 
Max Lerner the assassination itself to a. 
tudy of the Warren Commission and its staff 

id how they went at their work, “4 
+ # a 

HE SIMPLY interviewed them, along with 
tudying the record, I agree with Richard 
vere, Writing the Introduction, when feisags 

that this approach is one that the journal 
hould have taken long ago, ts. : 

,_._It is one that they are usually good at—how 
did a story develop and break?—in place of 

_ the let-me-play-juror approach in which most 
_ of the commentary got bogged down. 
> The author discovered from his interviews 

d from the internal evidence in the report 
S that the commission and staff did a needlessly 

loppy job, that there was constant quarreling 
“between them, that they didn’t interview 
Witnesses or follow up trails that might have. 

* ted them into difficulties they wanted to avoid, 

., Why? The author's answer is partly that 
«the staff defined its limits of investigation too 
+ narrow!y, and was constantly pressed for time 

drawing the report, ai 
"But basically his answer:ty tat tie!com- 

PE IS Nt comcsivn es: taake tobe tes 
“establishment of truth, whatever the, 

nsequences, but the establishment of 
litical truth. = ; 
Political truth is like reason of staf 
is what is deemed most expedient in. the 

ational interest. The chief justice accepted 
is task unwillingly but took it because an- 

sidential elections so that it would not- 
me an election issue, =. 

Epstein feels that these urgencics kept the 
port from being thorough enough. 
Most of all, he insists that a film of the 

jooting showed that, given the elapsed time 
etween the shots, the shooting could have | 

done by one man only if the same bullet 4 
issed through Kennedy and hit Connally, 

nd he flatly accuses the commission of having | 
mpered with an original autopsy report in 
der to leave this possibility open. e 
‘The staff now answers that Epstein was not 
orough enough in his research, and that there) 

t 
1 AM NOT impressed by the wo: : 
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vhile Epstein has turned up. 
) make me feel that the Warr 
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